The specialization Masters program offers participants:

- a post-graduate professional specialization degree linked to the saipem business
- the required skills to fill professional roles within the Health, Safety and Environment department at saipem.

saipem group reserves the option of hiring participants who successfully complete the Specialization Masters program.

saipem has hired all participants of the previous course to date.

>program

The Specialization Masters program is 8 months in duration: the teaching component includes lessons at University of Bologna from September to December 2013 (4 months) and the on-site training placement at saipem will run from January to April 2014 (4 months).

The lectures will be taught by both university professors and corporate teaching staff and will cover the following subjects:

- Petroleum Engineering
- Introduction to Oil & Gas: Drilling, Upstream & Downstream
- Oil & Gas Business
- Industrial Safety and Loss Prevention
- Chemical Hazard
- Fire Hazard
- Electrical Hazard
- Mechanical Hazard
- Major Accident Hazard
- Quantitative Risk Assessment
- Occupational Health and Safety at Work
- Risk Management in EPIC Projects
- Analysis of Case Studies

>target participants

The Specialization Masters program is intended for:

- Italian and foreign candidates who have graduated from an Italian university with a Master of Science degree ("Laurea Magistrale" or equivalent) in one of the following "Classi di Laurea":
  - Ingegneria per l'Ambiente e il Territorio
  - Ingegneria Chimica
  - Ingegneria Civile
  - Ingegneria Energetica e Nucleare
  - Ingegneria Meccanica
  - Ingegneria della Sicurezza

- Italian and foreign candidates who have graduated from non-Italian universities, with at least a Bachelor degree + Master of Science (or equivalent or a more advanced academic qualification - in accordance with the Bologna Process), taken in one of the following areas of study with at least 5 years of university education:
  - Environmental Engineering
  - Chemical Engineering
  - Civil Engineering
  - Energy and Nuclear Engineering
  - Mechanical Engineering
  - Safety Engineering

>admission requirements

Admission to the specialization Masters program is reserved to both European Union citizens and to non-European Union citizens who are a resident in the European Union, who meet the following conditions:

- are not older than 28 years of age by December 31st, 2013
- have a Master of Science degree (or equivalent) that is completed by July 31st, 2013
- have a Master of Science degree with a minimum final mark of 100/110 or an equivalent
- certified knowledge of written and spoken English with one of the following certificates:
  - TOEFL - internet-based (minimum score 79);
  - TOEFL - computer-based (minimum score 213);
  - TOEFL - paper-based (minimum score 550);
  - IELTS - (minimum score 6.5);
  - CPE/CAE - (any result).

The Selection Committee may waive some of the above requirements, as per their discretion of the candidate's abilities reported in the CV.

>selections procedures

In order to apply to the specialization Masters program, candidates must send by mail a hard copy (paper version) of the following documents, no later than June 7th, 2013:

- a curriculum vitae (with the statement: "I hereby authorize the handling of personal information in accordance with Legislative Decree 196/2003")
- one of the aforementioned certificates attesting the knowledge of the English language
- copy of a valid identification document (such as an identity card, passport, etc.)
- for applicants who have a Master of Science (MSc) degree from an Italian university, "Dichiarazione sostitutiva di certificazione" (art. 66 of the Decree of the President of the Republic n. 445 of 28th December 2008) form for both Bachelor and MSc degrees, with a list of all completed exams and corresponding score results as follows: in full to graduates from saipem, and according to Legislative Decree 196/2003"
- for applicants who have a Master of Science degree from a non-Italian university: an official certificate (with the official stamp of the university attended), including a list of all final exams taken and their corresponding marks.

Please submit the above documents to the following address:

Rapporti con le Università
Via Paolo di Dono, 223
00142 Roma RM, Italy

The curriculum vitae should also be submitted to the eni.com website in the "Lavora con noi" (Jobs & Careers) section, specifying the code:

- 2013S

In order to verify the qualification of the candidates, the applications will firstly be assessed by a Selection Committee; any academic and/or professional experience in the Oil & Gas sector will be considered.

In the second phase of assessing the applicants to the specialization Masters program, those who have passed the first screening by the Selection Committee will undergo a series of exams that will include technical and motivational tests in English, managed by University of Bologna, saipem and eni corporate university between June 24th and July 5th, 2013.

>corporate support

Through eni corporate university, will provide the following corporate support to all participants accepted in the specialization Masters program following a specific selection made by University of Bologna, saipem and eni corporate university:

- a scholarship grant of 700.00 Euro (seventy hundred/00 Euro) gross per month (before the tax deductions prescribed by Italian law). The scholarship shall be repaid in full in the case of non-acceptance of a recruitment offer from saipem or in the case of abandonment of a specialization Masters program. For residents in the province of Bologna, the scholarship shall be granted only during the on the job training period
- for foreign students, payment of half of the tuition fees for the specialization Masters program (a sum of 2,500.00 Euro - two thousand five hundred/00 Euro).

The enrolment fee for the program is 5,000.00 Euro plus regional taxes, which will be reimbursed (except the tax portion) to all participants hired by saipem as follows: in full to graduates from the specialization Masters program with an average mark above 27/30, and 50% reimbursement to all others. This bonus will be reimbursed in two installments, the first upon hiring and the second 6 months later, and it shall be repaid in full in the case of resignation within 24 months from hiring.

>details of the masters program

1. Admission is limited to 12 participants, of which 6 participants must have Italian citizenship.
2. Courses will be taught in English at University of Bologna, starting on September 2nd, 2013 and ending in December 2013.
3. Attendance is mandatory. In a limited number of cases, absences will be allowed, up to a maximum of 20% of the total classroom hours, and only if they are justified by the Technical Committee.
4. Enrolment in the specialization Masters program in "Safety and Environmental Management in the Oil & Gas Industry" is not compatible with the enrolment in any other university program.
5. The specialization Masters program requires a full time commitment from the participants.
6. The tuition fees for the specialization Masters program is 5,000.00 Euro (five thousand/00 Euro), before taxes.
7. The University of Bologna has made an agreement with the bank UniCredit for the granting of loans to cover the enrolment fees. For more information consult the website www.unibo.it/Portale/Studenti/Borse+di+studio/PrestitiInstructurInCredito/default.htm

eni corporate university